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In recent years there have been many increasing activities for quantum information processing and quantum computing. 1 Among the many methodologies for quantum computing, superconducting devices including Cooper pair boxes, Josephson junctions, and superconducting quantum interference devices ͑SQUIDs͒ ͑Refs. 2-10͒ have shown great potential in realizing quantum gates and implementing quantum information processing. Such systems have great advantage in terms of easy fabrication and relatively long decoherence time thus potentially suit for large scale quantum computing. [11] [12] [13] For SQUID systems, demonstration of macroscopic quantum phenomena, 3 population inversion between low-lying levels, 4 and coherent manipulation of quantum states 11 are reported. The applicability of the laws of quantum mechanics to macroscopic degrees of freedom was considered nearly 30 years ago 14 and that pushed the development of superconducting junction circuits displaying quantum behavior at the level of their macroscopic electrical variables. In fact, it was the pioneering work of Widmom 14 that raised the possibility of large scale quantum effects in superconducting devices. Such devices are characterized by quantized flux and/or charge states depending on their fabrication parameters. Rabi oscillation, Ramsey interferometry, and other spectroscopy experiments, have revealed that superconductive quantum devices behave as artificial atoms having quantized energy levels under controlled conditions. 2, 6, 7, [11] [12] [13] The initial efforts for studying quantum tunneling paths in superconducting weak links were made in the early 1980's. 15 Experimental work on macroscopic quantum tunneling 16 and quantummechanical phase locking in arrays of Josephson junction was also demonstrated. 17 Here we study atomic analogue of such devices for other quantum optical effects associated with atoms, i.e., the bistable behavior and field induced transparency. [18] [19] [20] We carry out quantum treatment of a coherently driven ͑which we call here by probe and control fields͒ SQUID including cubic nonlinearity in the polarizability to demonstrate bistability and RF field-induced transparency. Such field-induced transparency is very suitable to control absorptive, dispersive properties of SQUIDs, and the bistable behavior so obtained has potential to realize memories 21 using these devices. The SQUID considered here consists of Josephson tunnel junction enclosed by a circular superconducting loop, which is coupled through a constant static external flux ⌽ ex , operating at low temperature T. The Hamiltonian for the SQUID with junction capacitance C and loop inductance L can be described as
where ⌽ ͑the magnetic flux threading the loop͒ and Q ͑the total charge on the capacitor͒ are the conjugate variables of the system ͑satisfying the commutation relation ͓⌽ , Q͔ = iប͒, 14 ប / 2 is the matrix element for the Josephson tunneling through the weak link ͑with critical current I c =2e͒, ⌽ 0 = h / 2e is the superconducting flux quantum. We can rewrite the Hamiltonian of Eq. ͑1͒ by expanding the "cosine" term as
in which 0 
Q and ⌽ can be expressed in terms of annihilation ͑creation͒ operator a͑a † ͒ as
With the substitution of Eq. ͑4͒ in Eq. ͑2͒ we obtain We allow the interaction of SQUID with two rf fields of frequencies 1 and 2 , respectively, so the total Hamiltonian becomes
Here g 1 and g 2 are Rabi frequencies associated with the probe and control fields, respectively, and defined as
We then work in a frame rotating with the frequency ͑ 2 ͒ of control field and omit rapidly oscillating terms to obtain
͑8͒
where
With the currently available microfabrication techniques it is possible to choose the parameters C ϳ 10 −12 F, L ϳ 10 −10 H, ប͑=0.047⌽ 0 2 / L͒, 0 / 2 = 100 GHz, and hence / 0 ϳ 10. The critical current is of the order of I C =6A. For a superconducting standing-wave cavity and SQUID located at one of the antinodes of the B field, the coupling constant is g ϳ 10 8 s −1 . In terms of this coupling constant one can estimate other parameters / g Х 10, ␣ / g Х 5 ϫ 10 −2 and hence the device gives rise to a strong nonlinearity. The coefficient ͑or the strength parameter͒ ␤ of next higher-order nonlinearity is estimated to be ␤ / g Х 10
and thus we neglect such term in this work. Reported dephasing times are of the orders of hundreds of nanoseconds which makes the device less sensitive to external flux and its noises. 11 The coupling parameters depend on the frequency, but for the sake of simplicity of analysis we keep them as constants as the values of ␦ and ⌬ are kept small in comparison to 0 .
The Heisenberg equation of motion for the system is given by
Though we work at low temperature but still some normal damping will be present. We can rewrite the above equation including the damping term ͑in the limit of T → 0͒ as
where ␥ is related to the linewidth of the associated SQUID transition. In order to solve Eq. ͑10͒, we use following ansatz:
and do not consider any quantum correlations. 24 If the quantum fluctuations are not considered then the classical-type solution is the simplest solution of the problem, however, still rich in information to predict bistability and estimation of susceptibilities as we will see in the following. We get
Since a ͑±1͒ Ͻ a ͑0͒ so we can neglect terms such as a ͑0͒ ͑a ͑±1͒ ͒ 2 , ͑a ͑±1͒ ͒ 2 a ͑±1͒ in the subsequent discussions and obtain solutions for a ͑0͒ and a ͑1͒ as
͑14͒
Using Eq. ͑13͒ we can get the following relationship between the intensity of field ͑J = ͉a 0 ͉ 2 ͒ threading the loop and the input driving field intensity ͓J IN ϳ͑g 2 ͒ 2 ͔ as In curve ͑c͒ bistability starts to appear as the condition ⌬ 2 Ͼ 3␥ 2 is satisfied. With further increase in ⌬ value, the prominent hysteresis curve of bistability is apparent in curve ͑d͒. Both deterministic as well as stochastic ͑noise-induced͒ switching is possible in this system. We have to use alternate triggering of up and down controlling rf pulses for demonstrating the deterministic switching and storage ability of the SQUID system similar to the atomic system. 21 Also, it may be possible to use certain designs of SQUIDs, which are not sensitive to the noise 11 so the deterministic switching is prominent. We give some parameters for the experimental consideration. SQUIDs can be fabricated using planer components with lateral dimensions ϳ10 m, giving values of L, C, 0 / 2, and Z 0 ͑the characteristic impedance͒ as ϳ10 −10 H, 10 −12 F, 100 GHz, and 10 Ohms, respectively. If aluminium is used then a good BCS superconductor with transition temperature of 1.1 K and a gap of 200 V can be obtained. Typical damping parameter ͑␥͒ for SQUIDs is of the order of 3 ϫ 10 6 Hz and the ⌬ values depicted in Fig. 1 is in the range 0 -15 MHz, much less than 0 . A typical Rabi frequency for the SQUIDs is about 10 8 Hz, which implies that the magnetic field strength of several nanotesla or more is required in such observations. For observing such a bistable behavior we do not require two driving fields. Such behavior can be observed with a single driving field. 18, 19 We have given here a general formulation of the problem by considering two driving fields to demonstrate the controllability of the probe susceptibility with control field, which will be discussed next.
We can explore absorptive and dispersive characteristics of this SQUID by studying imaginary and real parts of the susceptibility with respect to the probe field
In profile changes to a dispersionlike profile for Im͓͔ ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ but for Re͓͔ the lower part of the dispersionlike profile splits into two parts ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. Further increase of J ͑=2.35͒ clearly shows two peaks in Im͓͔ with one corresponding to absorptionlike and another inverted-absorptionlike ͑Fig. 2͑c͒͒. Also, there is a width narrowing feature under this condition. Correspondingly in Re͓͔ the splitting of lower profile looks more prominent ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒. For even larger value of J ͑=7͒, the narrowed absorptionlike and inverted-absorption-like profiles approach towards equal magnitudes and their separation increases considerably ͓Fig. Fig. 4 , we find that field-induced transparency increases at ⌬ / ␥ =0 as the field magnitude is increased in these curves. The refractive and absorptive susceptibilities get enhanced due to the nonlinearity and provide effects such as field-induced transparency useful in quantum-information processing. So, the phenomenon of field-induced-transparency observed in atomic molecular media can be observed in solid state system of SQUIDs. The physical mechanism involved is the presence of control field ͑causing dynamic stark-splittinglike effect͒ and the nonlinearity.
In summary, studies of SQUID characterized by quantized flux and/or charge states with driving fields are presented here which shows controllability of its susceptibility with control field giving rise to transparency. Such device also exhibits bistable characteristics under certain parametric conditions which can be used as memory elements in circuit cavity quantum electrodynamic systems. It is also possible to produce Schrödinger cat state using third order nonlinearity offered by this device.
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